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preface
And the summer came… As the 
song goes, it went also with the 
seasons, my favourite month May 
seemed to pass much quicker than 
it had started… the spring flew 
away, it seemed to be an express 
or a F16 fighting-plane. Anyway 
two days after the day the Summer 
really started, I’m writing again 
my usual three monthly preface. 
And if anything has happened the 
past 3 months? And how! Perhaps 
that’s why how time flies. We’ve 
been very busy to distribute and 
to stock our large supplies, about 
which we spoke in the previous 
editions of our newsletter.  And 
of course we try to supply back 
those zeros, but it’s not so simple 
in the high season, surely not 
because things go quicker out, 
than we can supply. Worldwide 
the demand after air cooled beetle 
parts becomes to small for many 
suppliers, in order to maintain 
large production processes. They 

produce less frequently or they 
just stop with it. Then you need 
to be very innovative and look for 
other alternatives. Sometimes it 
leads us to some very interesting 
new fabricants, sometimes it is 
an infernal search with only a 
minimal satisfying result… In any 
case, even it doesn’t seem every 
day, our purchase team goes 
all out. Moreover we have been 
able to make things (searching 
and ordering) simpler with some 
software adaptations, it will go 
much faster and we hope that it 
will clearly show next months. 
If the summer will fly by, that’s 
just the question, but on the 
question if this summer something 
is to happen, that we can answer 
positively “and how!”.
Important problems in the world 
make that the market functions 
under great stress. Many analysts 
expect a crash, according to them, 
all elements are present. If we 

consider some of these threats, 
like the test rockets of North-
Korea, the continuous cat and 
mouse play in Iran with the atomic 
agency, the eternal violence in 
Palestine and the still growing 
terrorism in Iraq and so many other 
things. It’s just seems that the 
markets are waiting for another 
excuse to implement a large 
correction. I think back instinctive 
how the 9-11 drama has been used 
so often as an excuse. It’s a shame 
‘to abuse’ the suffering of so many 

people in order to disguise the 
proper responsibility. Leave us in 
our small beetle hobby world, it’s 
not so bad after all…
Further I just want to wish you 
all a fantastic summer, splendid 
holidays, much recuperation and 
then we’ll work again at full 
capacity!  

Bob
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#1287 brake drum
BBT #1287 is for type 2 front, but not from ‘63 till ‘70, but from ‘68 till 
‘70

New products

Due to the increasing 
demand after parts for 
buses, we have now the 

bumpers for the latest model 
buses (1972-1979) in stock. 
They are provided with a 

gray ground coat, in order 
to be painted afterwards. Later on this year the chrome ones will 
come in stock too. Sold by piece. Already some in stock.

# 0012-8 Bumper Type 2 / 72-79 front (primer)
# 0013-8 Bumper Type 2 / 72-79 rear (primer)

This latch is for the side popout window of 
Type 2, -67. It is like the originals with grey-
beige button. The quality of the chrome is 
perfect as well as the fit. Because those in 
original quality are always more difficult 
to find, we have them now in stock. 
Sold by piece. Already stock available.

# 0347-50 Popout window latch Type 2, -67

This cover is only to seal nicely the hole of the square 
key, so that no dirt can enter. This cover is from 1955 
(Chassis # 20-117903) till 1965. They can also be used 
on the side flaps of a pick up. Because they are from 
chrome they’ve a very nice finish. Sold by piece. Already 
some in stock.

# 0428-2 engine lid chrome cover T2, 55-65

This plate on the rear panel which serves 
as catch plate is mostly worn out due to 
heavy use and needs to be replaced. 
Therefore we’ve taken them in our 
stock. Sold by piece. Already some in 
stock.

# 0438-25 Catch plate on apron.  
 Engine lid T2, 66-71 

These fuel tanks are for buses from 55-67. Sold by piece. Already some 
in stock.

# 0492-90 Fuel tank Type 2, 55-67
These vent wing locks are not very special, but 
you need them to restore your bus correctly.  
The difference is that these locks are 
black with a button from chrome, as 
they were originally. The black vent 
wing lock is for the useful delivery 
vans such as panels, pick-ups, etc… 
Combi and deluxe buses had vent wing 
locks in chrome. The fit is perfect. Sold 
by piece. Already some in stock.

# 0517-20 Vent wing lock Type 2, 55-67, Left
# 0517-21 Vent wing lock Type 2, 55-67, Right
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new products

These parcel trays are now also in our assortment and they are of the 
same quality as all the other parcel trays which we sell since a 

long time. Now we have for almost each air cooled 
VW  a parcel tray in bamboo and bambus 

(vinyl). Sold by piece. Already some 
in stock!

# 0549-5 Parcel tray Bamboo Type 2, 68-
# 0549-50 Parcel tray  Bambus Type 2, 68-
# 0549-6 Parcel tray Bamboo Type 181
# 0549-60 Parcel tray  Bambus Type 181

Finally an affordable reproduction for the front inner wings of a 1302/3. 
These reproductions are really good and that’s why we have taken them 
into our program. Sold by piece. Stock already available.

# 0879-9 Left front inner wing 1302/03 (complete)
# 0880-9 Right front inner wing  1302/03 (complete)

0549-5

0549-50

0549-6

0549-60

0879-9 0880-9

This boot is specially for Type 1, -58 (chassis # 1862187). 
So everyone can restore their beetle properly. Sold by piece. 
Already some available.

# 0908-01 Boot - chassis for clutch- , gas-  
 and choke cable T1, -58

As good second hand ones become the more and more scarce, we’ve 
taken now also these drive axles and accessories in stock. They are 
already for sale in our shop for some time as special orders. As the sale 
is quite considerable, we have taken them too in the BBT program.
These axles are completely new which is even better for the quality of 
this product. 
The drive axles are delivered without assembly set. 

# 1480-01 Drive axle Type 1, 68-79
# 1480-02 Drive axle Type 181, 73-75
# 1480-04 Drive axle Type 2, 68-79, Automatic– Left  
# 1480-05 Drive axle Type 2, 68-79, Automatic – Right
# 1480-06 Drive axle Type 2, 68-79 

1480-01

1480-02

The C.V. joints care for sale separately, so it makes it cheaper when only 1 is broken. These sets contain the C.V. joint, grease and drive axle muffle. 
All parts are sold by piece. All parts also available.

# 1480-10 C.V. joint Type 1, 68-79
# 1480-11 C.V. joint Type 2, 68-79

# 1480-50 12 point bolt for drive  
   axle 

# 1480-51 torque distribution washer (90mm) 
      Type 1
# 1480-52 torque distribution washer (100mm) 
      Type 2

# 1126 12 point socket 
 for drive axle
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new products

Bugpack has brought this model of gearbox adaptor on the market in order to make it possible to put an early model 
gear box on a late chassis without that the front of the gearbox should be changed. They’ve made also the usual late 
model so we have them also in Urethane. Sold per set for 1 gearbox. 
Already some in stock.

# 1494-1 Late model trans. Mount. Adaptor - early model (Urethane)
# 1494-2 Late model trans. Mount. adaptor (Urethane)

1494-1

These oil pumps are of the same quality as all the other aluminium oil 
pumps. Here too we’ve chosen to improve our program and to offer 
more products. As the other aluminium oil pumps, these doesn’t have 
an oil pump cover. You can use the VW original BBT 1805-01 for it. Sold 
by piece. Already some in stock.

# 1805-08 Standard aluminium oil pump 61-67
# 1805-09 Standard aluminium oil pump 68-69
# 1805-18 aluminium oil pump H.D. 61-67
# 1805-19 aluminium oil pump H.D. 68-69

1805-08 1805-09

1805-18
1805-19

This pulley is for our older engines.  Here no 
adjusting rings are delivered, but the BBT # 
1920-1 can be used perfectly. Sold by piece. 
Already some in stock.

# 1920-9 Generator pulley 25-30 H.P.

These stockwheels are of the same quality as 
all other of our stockwheels. We thought that 
these stockwheels were really missing in our 
program, therefore we’ve decided to take 
them too in stock. Sold by piece. Stock 
already available.

# 2564-1 Standard stockwheel 4.5 x 15 Grey (5x205)
# 2565-1 Standard stockwheel 5.5 x 15 Grey (5x205)

This engine comes directly from the factory in Brazil and is in fact the 
same as those from VW Mexico. The engine cases from Brazil are used on 
the VW Mexico engines. The only difference is that with the VW do Brazil 
engine there is also a distributor axe and a pulley mounted. So this 
engine is much completer than those from VW Mexico. At the moment 
we can still offer you this motor at the same price. But the time will 
show is we can keep it this way. Before we’ve taken this engine in our 
program, it has been thoroughly tested and now there is a Buggy driving 
along with this engine for more than 1 year without any problems. As 
with all new engines the valves should be adjusted upon assembly and 
there no oil present, it should still be done by the customer. To be on the 
safe side you’d better check if the rest is well fixed.
Engines are delivered by Volkswagen Brazil without guarantee and 
therefore we can’t give any warranty either. But all the people who 
work with BBT since a long time know that 
we will always provide a solution 
if needed. Sold by piece. Stock 
already available.  

# 5504 Engine 1600cc double port  
  VW do Brazil

With these products our Westy tent (# 6500) can be installed on each 
split bus. We just want to warn you that the assembly has to be made 
according to the bus and the tent. So don’t just  fix it anywhere on 
the roof or bumper. Sold per piece for 1 tent. Stock already 
available. 

# 6520 Bracket kit on roof for Westy tent # 6500
# 6525 Bracket  on bumper for Westy tent # 6500   
  (L.H.D.)(with right loading doors)
# 6526 Bracket on  bumper for Westy tent # 6500   
  (R.H.D.)(with left  loading doors)

6520

6526

6525

This seal is made the same way as the door seal used 
to be made. With a seal along the outside and 
a soft seal at the inside. Another product 
which ameliorate our program and which 
complies with the demands of our 
customers. Because this seal is 
rather pricy, we’ve decided to 
sell it per meter. The customer 
can order just what he exactly 
needs. For one door you need 
+/- 4,25 meter. Sold per meter. 
Stock already available.

# 7441 Front door seal Type 2, -67 / meter (TQ)
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changes pricelist
risen

declined

no longer available

new products

This licence plate light consists of a glass 
and a lamp holder for Type 2 1968-71, 
delivered without seal, but you can 
use the BBT 7469 for it. Sold per piece. 
Already some in stock.

# 7469-50 Licence plate light T2,
    68-71This side window seal is of the same quality as all our other German TQ 

seals and it has the preformed angles and can be used on all the 4 side 
windows (without vent wing). So our program for T2, 68-79 of German 
quality window seals is almost complete. Sold by piece. Stock already 
available.

# 7509-1 side window seal Type 2, 68-79 TQ

After that we had taken the hinge covers for the rear trap of T2 -67 in 
stock, we haven now also those for the hinges of the rear trap for T2, 
68-79. Sold by pair. Already some in stock.

# 7590 Hinge covers Type 2, 68-79

0143
0170
0170-1

0527
0542
0546

0575
0622
0662

0860
0861
1052-2

1071
1472
1485-21

2189
2210-1
3020

3021
3105
7025

9510
9511
9892

0040
0155
0162
0162-1
0163
0163-1
0306
0307
0405
0464-2
0486-01
0486-02
0486-03
0486-04
0487
0517-01
0530
0531
0532

0533
0534
0535
0536
0537
0543
0551
0555
0556-2
0556-3
0557
0581
0582
0584
0587
0588
0590
0590-1
0595

0636
0645-01
0649
0700
0890-10
0890-11
0982
0987
1006
1013-01
1026-1
1095-1
1102
1108
1117
1118
1121
1205-4
1205-5

1206
1237-1
1259
1259-01
1259-05
1259-06
1267
1268
1268-01
1306
1335-6
1335-7
1391-1
1391-2
1392
1393
1394
1395
1481

1484
1485
1488
1488-1
1488-2
1488-3
1488-4
1490
1491
1570
1571
1629-30
1629-31
1648
1654
1654-1
1654-2
1655
1732-2

1770-1
1809
1811
1853-01
1961-1
1965
2000
2000-05
2000-11
2104
2106-5
2107
2147
2514
2673
2699-11
3010
3011

3012
3013
3014
3015
3030
3031
3032
3033
3034
3035
3037
3040
3041
3042
3043
3044
3045
3047

3130-010
3130-020
3130-030
3135-010
3135-020
3130-030
3240
3242
3290
7810
7816
7830
8055
8100
8105
9300
9301
9340

0276-1
0343-1
0440-19
0475-1
0475-2
0475-3
0661-08

0687-20
0705-2
0890-76
0890-77
0915-01
0915-17
1059

1239-96
1245
1275
1469-1
1502
1598
1599

1603-2
1603-31
1704-1
1719
1770-01
1856
2190-0

2191-0
2192-0
2197-01
2197-02
2584
2585

2586
2587
2600
2640
2651
2697

7003
7110
7440
7446
7448
7451

7520
7521
7842
7843
9010-02
9011-03
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0628
1607-0
1607-0-21
1607-025
1607-025-21
1607-050
1607-050-21
1607-075
1607-075-21
1607-100
1507-100-21
1607-125
1607-125-21
1607-150
1607-150-21
1608-0
1608-0-20
1608-0-21
1608-025
1608-025-20
1608-025-21
1608-050
1608-050-20
1608-050-21
1608-075
1608-075-20
1608-075-21
1608-100
1608-100-20

1608-100-21
1608-125
1608-125-20
1608-125-21
1608-150
1608-150-20
1608-150-21
1609-0
1609-0-18
1609-0-20
1609-0-21
1609-025
1609-025-18
1609-025-20
1609-025-21
1609-050
1609-050-18
1609-050-20
1609-050-21
1609-075
1609-075-18
1609-075-20
1609-075-21
1609-100
1609-100-18
1609-100-18
1609-100-20
1609-100-21

1609-125
1609-125-18
1609-125-20
1609-125-21
1609-150
1609-150-18
1609-150-20
1609-150-21
1610-0
1610-0-18
1610-0-20
1610-0-21
1610-025
1610-025-18
1610-025-20
1610-025-21
1610-050
1610-050-18
1610-050-20
1610-050-21
1610-075
1610-075-18
1610-075-20
1610-075-21
1610-100
1610-100-18
1610-100-20
1610-100-21

1610-150
1610-150-18
1610-150-20
1610-150-21
1611-0
1611-0-18
1611-0-20
1611-0-21
1611-025
1611-025-18
1611-025-20
1611-025-21
1611-050
1611-050-18
1611-050-20
1611-050-21
1611-075
1611-075-18
1611-075-20
1611-075-21
1611-100
1611-100-20
1611-100-21
1611-125
1611-125-20
1611-125-21
1611-150
1611-150-20

1611-150-21
1612-0-18
1612-0-20
1612-0-21
1612-025-18
1612-025-20
1612-025-21
1612-050-18
1612-050-20
1612-050-21
1612-075-20
1612-075-21
1612-100-20
1612-100-21
1613-0-18
1613-0-20
1613-0-21
1613-025-18
1613-025-20
1613-025-21
1613-050-18
1613-050-20
1613-050-21
1614-0-18
1614-0-20
1614-0-21
1614-025-18
1614-025-20

1614-025-21
1614-050-18
1614-050-20
1614-050-21
1615-0-18
1615-0-20
1615-025-18
1615-025-20
1615-050-18
1615-050-20
1616-0-18
1616-0-20
1616-025-18
1616-025-20
1616-050-18
1616-050-20
1617-0-18
1617-0-20
1617-025-18
1617-025-20
1617-050-18
1617-050-20
1770
2193-1-160
2193-1-165
2193-1-170
2193-1-175
2193-1-180

2193-1-185
2193-1-190
2193-1-195
2193-1-200
2193-1-205
2193-1-210
2193-1-220
2193-155
2193-160
2193-165
2193-170
2193-175
2193-180
2193-185
2193-190
2193-2-150
2193-2-155
2193-2-160
2193-2-165
2193-2-170
2193-2-175
2193-2-180
2193-2-185
2193-2-190
2193-2-195
2193-2-200
2194-120
2194-125

2194-130
2194-135
2194-140
2194-145
2194-150
2194-155
2194-160
2194-165
2194-2-120
2194-2-125
2194-2-130
2194-2-135
2194-2-140
2194-2-145
2194-2-150
2194-2-155
2194-2-160
2195-040
2195-045
2195-050
2195-060
2195-065
2195-2-50
2195-2-55
2195-2-60
2195-2-65
2195-2-70
4515

changes pricelist

BBT advertises
VW keverclub Belgiëboxertje super VW


